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sarhad paar looks at the parallel lives of two brothers in india and pakistan. the younger brother, joshi, is a businessman. he's got a wife, a beautiful daughter, and a happy life. but he's also very lonely. he spends most of his time in an empty office,
listening to the cricket match on the radio. his brother, joshi, has returned to pakistan to find the man who tortured him. he's come back to india with a plan to kill him. joshi is aware that a brother and a sister have been torn apart by a shared past, but
he has no idea how to stop his brother. a new podcast series, titled baat sarhad paar: conversations across border, brings together eminent personalities from the world of art, music and literature from india and pakistan, as the two countries celebrate
their 75th year of independence this year. the title song baat sarhad paar, composed by chintan kalra and bbcs ajit sarathi, brings together indian and pakistani folk music. the lyrics have been written by anish ahluwalia and sung by jagtinder on sharat
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Don't get me wrong. We're not saying that Sarhad Paar is a bad film. In fact, it's a decent film, and
perhaps even Nawazuddin's best, from the acting to the direction to the story and music. It's just

that the shortcomings of Sarhad Paar impede it from being one of those films that actually change a
person's mind. The first half of Sarhad Paar is paced well, with even the action sequences moving at

a slow clip. But, there are two problems with that first half of the film - one, that it becomes too
repetitive, and two, that the characters don't move with the pace of the plot. It may be unfair to
judge a film based on a few public appearances, but since there's nothing from Murali (the film's

protagonist) after 2011, it's a given that you won't get to see him at his best in SARHAD PAAR. For
those of you who are hoping to see his comeback in the form of the upcoming Mr. X, you might have

to put up with a few instances of 'Murali without Murali' in SARHAD PAAR. Sarhad Paar performs
reasonably well with its endearing message. It reminds you of your childhood. It taps into your

nostalgia and helps you realize why you're so attached to film. But like other films of this genre, it
falters when it comes to the lyrical side of the film. Trying to explain why SARHAD PAAR isn't a true-
blue entertainer is like trying to nail JWJ's 'dhakikat' which don't fall on the lighter side of the genre.
And if you're looking for an effort that's overtly inspirational, you might as well stop reading and go
to sleep. Not that SARHAD PAAR isnt' a decent film - it is, indeed - but it falls short of the mark when

compared with some of its contemporaries. 5ec8ef588b
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